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1. Executive Summary
The main goal of this deliverable “Operational and Technical Documentation of SP/AP integration” is
to provide a precise description of the integration of the SEAL Project Partners’ HEI services with the
SEAL Platform. This integration enables SEAL partners; services to consume SEAL issued credentials
(“myIDs”), in accordance with what is defined in the Grant Agreement. It also provides verification test
cases of the aforementioned integration.
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2. Introduction
1.

Purpose of the document

This deliverable “Operational and Technical Documentation of SP/AP integration” is the verification of
the Milestone 11 of the SEAL project, associated with the Task 4.2 “Integration of HEIs with SEAL
platform”. The work undertaken within the framework of Task 4.2 marks the definitive transition of the
project from the development of the core SEAL technical functionality to the application of this
functionality into the specific context of the online academic services provided by the SEAL HEI
partners:
●
●
●
●

University of Malaga (UMA),
University Jaume I (UJI),
University of the Aegean (UAegean) and
University of Porto (UPORTO).

Specifically, the document:
1. Provides a description of the specific services provided by the four Universities that were
integrated with the SEAL infrastructure.
2. Reports on their technical integration approach followed by each University.
3. Provide test verification examples of said integration (automated testing).

2.

Relation to other project work

The activities described in this document outline the results of Task 4.2 of Activity 4 of SEAL, “End
user services customization and integration”. The efforts of Task 4.2 were designed in Task 4.1 of
Activity 4 of SEAL and were presented in D4.1 (“Operational and Technical Documentation of HEI
services Customization”). Specifically, this document reports on the integration of the HEI services with
the SEAL Platform, designed and implemented in Activities 2 and 3 of the project (Linking Service
Core Platform and Interfaces Design and Linking Service Core Platform and modular interfaces
development1).
The activities described in this document will be extensively tested within SEAL Activity 5 (Linking
Service deployment and integration for cross-border testing) and specifically during the execution of
Task 5.4 (Pre-production level semi-automatic validation tests to improve the quality and efficiency of
the test process) and Task 5.5 (Production testing, feedback collection, usability test).

3.

Structure of the document

This document is structured in 5 major chapters
●
●

1

Chapter 3: provides overview of key features of the SEAL platform, which are crucial for the
integration of the HEI services;
Chapter 4: provides overview of the SEALPartners’ HEI services connected to the SEAL
Platform, and the followed integration strategy;

As those are described in deliverable D3.2 “SEAL Identity Interfaces”
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●

Chapter 5: provides a brief functional and operational demonstration of using SEAL issued
credentials to test the access to a number of selected SEAL partner’s services (one per partner)
- using an automated test approach.
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3. SEAL Platform Key Features
The SEAL platform primarily supports student end users to be able to use their citizen and academic
identities in an assured and user centric fashion for identifying themselves as needed by different crossborder use cases concerning student mobilities. SEAL provides this identity assurance and user centric
capability as follows:
1. SEAL provides the assurance of the users identity by importing it over the platform (eIDAS eID
, eduGAIN authentication and ePassport reading), as well as providing a linking service so that
the presented identities have a certain assurance level that proves they belong to the same
person.
2. SEAL does not store any user identities in a central repository but facilitates the user to store
their identity in a Personal Data Store (a SEAL generated and signed file, encrypted using the
users secret), or alternatively on their Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) wallet - in the forms of
Verifiable Credentials.

3.1

SEAL Linked Identities

The SEAL platform deployment is shown in the following figure (Figure 1) as fully described in SEAL
D3.12. The deployment supports both web and mobile app access for end user management of linked
identities by web and mobile dashboards respectively, and additionally supports standard SAML and
OIDC interfaces for Service Providers (HEIs) to authenticate and query end user identity information
over SEAL to live authentication sources (eIDAS Network, eduGAIN), Personal Data Stores and SSI
wallets.

2

SEAL. D3.1 Technical documentation on common code of Platform. Little, Ross. 2020
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Figure 1 - SEAL Platform interfaces

3.2 SEAL Dashboard Overview - adopted by the connected SPs
Upon accessing the SEAL Dashboard, the user is given the option to securely connect to the platform
with their Personal Data Store or Self-Sovereign Identity Wallet (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - SEAL Dashboard

Once a user has connected their PDS or SSI Wallet to the SEAL Service, they are then able to perform
any of the identity management functions (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 - SEAL Dashboard Options

The description of the dashboard functions in the above figure are summarised below as referenced from
D3.13 .
Save PDS File
This gives the user the option to save their Personal Data Store (PDS), to a local device or in online
services.
Retrieve Identity Data
This gives the user the capability to add/import electronic identities from authentication sources and
other attribute sources. Currently supported are eIDAS, eduGAIN and eMRTD.
Identity Reconciliation
This gives the user the capability to request that two of his/her identities are automatically (with a manual
verification functionality as well) validated by SEAL (the capability to add other validation mechanisms,
even external trust providers, exists, in which case the user would need to choose the method) to the
fact that they are linked/belong to the same user, and with a certain Linked Level of Assurance (LLoA).
Issue Verifiable Credentials
This gives the user the capability to issue Verifiable Credentials, cryptographically bound to the user’s
wallet, for any of their identities added in SEAL (either individual or linked).

3

SEAL. D3.1 Technical documentation on common code of Platform. Little, Ross. 2020
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Derive Identifier
This gives the user the capability to create derived identities linked to a previously authenticated identity.
The platform currently supports the creation of an anonymous UUID that could be useful for anonymous
polls etc.

3.3 Personal Data Storage (PDS) - consumed by the connected SPs
The goal behind all the operations SEAL service offers, is to let the user store and keep his own data
(while still keeping the trust on the sources), to be used in the future on the service, either to incorporate
new data or build links, or to deliver it to data consumers through the SSI, SAML or OIDC interfaces.
This goal is accomplished by employing the “Personal Data Storage”.
SEAL Service performs trusted operations over the user data. As such they need to run on a trusted
computing environment, that is, on the server side. This means that whenever the data is added,
transformed or deleted, it happens on the server side. To avoid security risks, it lays only on a volatile
and encrypted user session. So, at some point, for the data to be persisted, the user needs to set up a
PDS.
PDS is an abstract representation of the user data as standard objects, which are written in JSON format
and encrypted through a password provided by the user. As such, the data is only decrypted and handled
if the user provides the proper password. This way, the data is protected from attackers and is entirely
handled by the owner. However, as previously mentioned, SEAL is a trusted computing environment,
which means that it does not trust the user at all, as this person could tamper the data for his or her own
benefit and, therefore, breaking the trust chain established between the data sources and SEAL. In order
to prevent this, the data is also signed by the SEAL service.
Although it is not currently supported, a future release will support users operating among different
SEAL service instances, by establishing a trust ring that will allow any SEAL instance to validate PDS
signatures performed by any other trusted SEAL instance.
SEAL supports two different kinds of objects:
●
●

Datasets obtained from identity and data sources.
Links, which are objects that establish relations between identities (stating, to a level of
assurance, that two referenced datasets belong to the same person).

For the user’s convenience, SEAL provides multiple PDS implementations:
●
●

Exporting a file that can be managed on the local user’s device.
Storing the PDS by other online means.

SEAL PDS service includes an interface to examine and manage all the contents of the PDS loaded into
the session. This includes: the possibility to add new datasets from sources; delete objects; request the
assertion of new links between imported datasets; update existing datasets; storing the data to a PDS;
and loading a new PDS to overwrite the session.
When accessing SEAL service and selecting to load or set a PDS, the user will be asked to choose the
method, and the selected method will be used every time the user chooses to save it.
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As a result, a SEAL enabled academic online service connected to SEAL Platform (PDS service)
allows users to: a) issue a PDS credential once. b) use this credential to authenticate and access the
service “many times” (no need to connect back to authoritative resources each time a user requests
service access_

3.4 Verifiable Credentials (VCs) - consumed by the connected SPs
Verifiable Credentials4 (VCs) can be defined as digital identification cards securely stored in a user’s
“wallet” app in his or her controlled device. They can be thought of as the digital equivalent of physical
identity cards which are stored in a physical wallet. Users can present these VCs to Relying Parties (i.e.,
Service Providers) that validate them and use the contained information to provide access to their
services (the same way we present physical identity cards in everyday life to access physical services).
Just like physical identity cards, VCs originate and explicitly reference a VC Issuer, i.e. the entity Issuing
and guaranteeing the accuracy of the contained information. The key difference is that Verifiable
Credentials are tamper evident and are bound to their holder (i.e. entity to whom they were issued to)
via cryptographic means, making them impossible to counterfeit.
Specifically, a Verifiable Credential consists of a (set of) claim(s) regarding an entity made by an Issuer.
Usually, a credential will include metadata about the Issuer, the expiry date, and means of verifying its
integrity. Additionally, it might include metadata about revocation mechanisms used and so on. A
Verifiable Credential (VC) is defined as a set of tamper-evident set of claims and metadata about those
claims such that ownership and authorship can be cryptographically proved. In more details, a typical
Verifiable Credential apart from the actual claims includes metadata about:
●
●
●
●
●

The time of issuance;
The identity of the Issuer;
The subject of the credential;
The type of credential;
The verification means (proof).

These concepts are usually referred to as the Credential Graph and the Proof Graph (the proof graph
contains the details of the verification means) (Figure 4).

4

https://www.w3.org/TR/vc-data-model/
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eIDAS eID
Credential

SEAL

eIDAS eID

2021-0218T19:73:10Z

Figure 4 - eIDAS VC Structure

The SEAL platform fully supports the issuance of Verifiable Credentials using the connected identities
sources (eIDAS,eduGAIN, eMRTD5), as well as the issuance of Verifiable Credentials form the linking
of the aforementioned sources.
Specifically, the SEAL VC service, using specialized interfaces, allows the users to:
1. Pair their wallet app (currently uPort is supported6) with the platform (Figure 5);
2. Import their identification information from the connected authoritative sources (Figure 6);
3. Use these as assertions to issue Verifiable Credentials to the user’s wallet attesting to the
imported attributes and their links (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

5
6

eventually via the SEAL mobile dashboard app
https://developer.uport.me/
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Figure 5 - Wallet Connection Request

Figure 6 - Authoritative Source Selection
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Figure 7 - Verifiable Credential Issuance Notification

Figure 8 - Verifiable Credential stored on user’s mobile wallet

As a result, a SEAL enabled academic online service connected to SEAL Platform (VC enabled
service) allows users to: a) issue a Verifiable Credential once. b) use that VC to authenticate and
access the service “many times” (no need to connect back to authoritative resources each time a user
requests service access)
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3.5 SEAL Linked Identities (myIDs) in practice
In order to access a SEAL enabled service, a user needs to be in control of a SEAL issued myID
(i.e. in the form of a PDS or Verifiable Credential); myIDs credentials reconculiate the user’s
eIDAS eID attributes with their academic attributes, retrieved via eduGAIN (optionally,
credentials derived by a single authoritative source might be used by some SPs)
Once obtained, the user can present the mentioned myID to authenticate in the service and gain access.
Verification of users’ identity by the Service Provider can either be delegated to the SEAL platform over
standard OIDC or SAML federated interfaces, or it can even be verified locally by the SP (for SSI VC
myIDs only) without connecting to the SEAL platform.
In more detail, in order for a user to issue themselves with a SEAL myIDs they:
1. Need to access the SEAL platform dashboard (shared among the SEAL partners);
2. Import their identities (i.e. identification information) over the supported authoritative data
sources (eIDAS, eduGAIN, eMRTD);
3. (optionally) Request the linking of said identities;
4. And finally, store them either as a PDS file or a Verifiable Credential.
Afterwards, the user can access a SEAL enabled academic service and authenticate using the generated
myIDs Credential. Depending on the preference of the Service Provider the authentication takes place
over either SAML or OIDC. Specifically, the flow implemented by SEAL partners to “verify” SEAL
myIDs (submitted by users) is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The user accesses SEAL partner SP service
The user clicks a designated button (e.g. login using “myIDs”)
The SP generates an SAML or OIDC authentication request to the SEAL platform
The user is informed about the data the SP has requested and is asked to consent on their
disclosure;
5. The user is prompted to select their prefered myID source to authenticate on the SEAL platform,
i.e. PDS or Verifiable Credential (or can even prompt for direct datasource authentication if the
SP has enabled that option). It should be made clear here that the users data do not reside on the
SEAL platform, as it only acts as a verifying proxy for the PDS or VC and facilitates their
consumption over industry standard protocols. (Figure 9)
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Figure 9 - SEAL Platform authentication selection prompt

6. The SEAL platform receives the users PDS file or Verifiable Credential, verifies their
authenticity (and performs additional actions depending on the format used) and generates an
appropriate SAML or OIDC response and sends it back to the SP;
7. The SP receives the requested user’s attributes and authenticates them, eventually proceeding
with their business flow.
Alternatively, in the case of Verifiable Credentials, the SP can directly request them from the user’s
wallet, validate them and grant access accordingly, without delegating this task to the SEAL platform.
This provides HEIs with the flexibility and scalability needed in the case of a large scale operation.
Finally, it should be noted that via this tokenization of the user’s attribute sets (using VCs and PDS)
reauthentication over the authoritative data sources is not necessary every time a user accesses a service7.
Thus, this approach can greatly improve the User Experience (since consumption of a PDS or VC is

7

Of course credentials need to be periodically re-issued to ensure their freshness. Verifiable Credentials contain
an expiration date to ensure the accuracy of the information contained. Currently the SEAL VC Issuer issues VCs
are set to expire every 3 months to keep the credentials fresh and increase security. However, the exact expiration
date is fully configurable to satisfy the needs ecosystem the VC issuer is deployed in.
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typically a much faster process than authenticating over the aforementioned identity federations) and
also reduces the stress on those data sources.

4. SEAL Partners’ Academic Services
consuming SEAL Credentials (in detail)
This section provides a brief overview of the Academic Services that the Partners have customized to
enable the consumption of SEAL myIDs.

4.1 List of Academic Services using SEAL myIDs
The following table contains the list of HEI Services that were customized in the context of SEAL by
the partners together with their integration strategy details. Specifically, the following table contains
information about the myIDs consumption protocol each service uses, whether or not “live”
authentication is supported8 and finally their support for PDS and Verifiable Credential myIDs.

Service Name

Description

Integration
Protocol

PDS/VC

Live
Auth.

EWP Portal/AAI

Erasmus Without Paper
UPorto portal

SAML

Yes/Yes

Yes

Identity Module
of the Student
ERP

Service to centralise the
personal data management
procedures of all UJI
affiliated members

SAML

Yes/Yes

Yes

3/8

Identity Proof
minimal service

Cyber Physical credential to OIDC
prove ERASMUS+
affiliation with UAegean

No/Yes

No

4/8

UAegean-ΗΡ
Smart Class
Program

online
education/conferencing
facility

Yes/Yes

No

UPorto
1/8
UJI
2/8

UAegean

8

OIDC

i.e. authentication over the original authoritative data source, proxied by the SEAL platform
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5/8

Online course on
cyber security

Registration and access to
online course offered by
UAegean on cyber security

OIDC

Yes/Yes

No

6/8

Central
Authentication
Service

Student authentication
service enabling access to
additional UAegean
Services

OIDC

Yes/Yes

No

7/8

Centralised
Identity
Authentication
Service

University of Málaga ‘s
centralised authentication
service (iDUMA) enabling
access to additional UMA
Services

SAML

Yes/Yes

No

8/8

Identity selfprovisioning
service

Service storing attributes
SAML
used for authentication and
authorisation of persons that
interact with institution
provided services

Yes/Yes

No

UMA

4.2 SEAL myIDs at UPorto
The Erasmus Without Paper (EWP) project plays a central role in the European Commission’s European
Student Card Initiative, a key initiative of the European Education Area. As part of this initiative, the
Commission has recently announced that all HEIs participating in the Erasmus+ programme will
gradually have to start using the Erasmus Without Paper Network/Dashboard to exchange student
mobility data with other HEIs participating in the programme.
As part of UPorto’s integration with the EWP Network, a portal has been developed, with the purpose
of allowing the UPorto’s International Relations Service staff to interact with other partner Higher
Education Institutions that are also connected to the EWP Network. Initially, the portal only allowed
access to staff members. As more EWP APIs have been implemented, such as the Online Learning
Agreements (OLA), the Students Nominations, Student Transcript of Records exchange, UPorto EWP
portal can provide local and international students participating in a mobility project, the ability to
transfer their data from the sending institution to UPorto via the aforementioned APIs.
The identification of the students has been made possible, through a specific interaction in UPorto’s
EWP portal, allowing them to authenticate with the service, via the SEAL platform (SEAL myIDs), and
importing their eIDAS eID and eduGAIN attributes. As a result, the EWP portal formally identifies the
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user, recognizes the sending institution, and verifies if the institution is part of the EWP network. If
successful, UPorto portal retrieves the user’s academic data from the sending institution and presents it
to the user.
Objective and Audience
The purpose of integrating SEAL myIDs into Porto’s EWP service is to provide an international student
a Credential-based approach to access their data.
Service Description
By accessing the EWP login page of the University of Porto Service Provider (SP) (https://ewpdev.up.pt/gui/login), the student can click on a myIDs button, as an alternative for the traditional
username-password authentication (Figure 10). This button can be used to login in EWP using SEAL
myIDs. It forwards a request to the SEAL Dashboard, where the student can select one or more identity
sources and the type of Credential (e.g. eIDAS eID, eduGAIN, PDS, VC etc.).

Figure 10 - SEAL Platform authentication selection prompt

SEAL service will redirect the user to the respective endpoint, where a Credential consumption process
starts. Once this is completed, the UPorto EWP portal receives the user’s personal data within a SAML
Response.
Afterwards, the EWP system will use the data received in the response, extract the needed parameters,
and search for any registration of the user with the EWP network (via their sending institution). In brief,
the data retrieved from the consumption of the Credential is used to authenticate and identify the user,
and recognize the sending institution. Additionally, the myIDs Credential data, imported in EWP, is
used to populate the user profile, and allow users to automatically fill in any required EWP form.
The following Figure presents UPorto integration with the SEAL myID (SEAL-issued PDS and VC
credentials).
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Figure 11 - UPorto EWP SEAL flow

4.3 SEAL myIDS at UJI
University Jaume I (UJI) holds and develops for many years a unified ERP application. This application
hosts most of the management and business processes for the university functioning. All stakeholders
from students to the top management staff have an account and perform operations there. It also
centralises the personal data management procedures.
Due to the nature of the residence procedures in Spain, it is a common practice that identifiers for foreign
students are changed and updated from the moment they enrol to the moment they start taking the
courses. Also, time-limited enrolment of students from shared programmes is a challenge, solved
through manual procedures under request. There is also a generic account reconciliation procedure,
because different accounts may be created for the same person and the personal data and national ID
wrongfully be inserted more than once in the IS.
Through a new module, and after the corporate SSO is refactored, we expect to leverage the different
identity federation mechanisms to support external accounts and facilitate a user-managed account
reconciliation mechanism. This way, any user will be able to import accounts from other universities or
Member States for any general use by the university, being SEAL the trust proxy for the links between
the accounts.
Any authenticated user (all profiles) will be able to access a new screen on the ERP application which
will allow to import identifiers and links from any source supported by SEAL. After each import, the
application will run a matching algorithm to deduce from all the imported identity and link data which
identifiers can be trustfully considered paired with the authenticated identity.
Objective and Audience
The purpose is to have available for each ERP user a list of alternative identifiers, that can be used to
match imported academic evidence, or to allow using alternative authentication mechanisms. The
audience is all users of the ERP, which means the whole set of students and staff.
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Service Description
The user needs to access the ERP application (https://www.uji.es/upo/rest/iglu/)
As the access requires authentication, the user will be redirected to the corporate SSO to log in.
Once there, the user will access the identity manager module (not yet integrated on the application, only
deployed in development environment)
The main screen will show the different alternative identities the user has already imported and have
been validated, and a list of the imported datasets from which the validated identities have been
excerpted.

Figure 12 - UJI Identity Manager identities page
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The user can delete any of those identities or imported data at any time, which will cause the relations
to be reassessed.
The user can also choose to import identity data from the available federated sources (which includes
the different SEAL identity sources). After clicking the import button, the user will be shown a provider
selector.
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Figure 13 -- UJI Identity Manager identity source selector

The user will choose a source, and the application will query the SEAL service to retrieve the identity
data set. After a successful import, the identity validation algorithm will be run again, going over all the
available data sets to explore the trust paths between the user identity authenticated on the ERP and any
identifier that can be found on the data sets (building the path by exploring SEAL issued identity links)
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The full potential of the application will display at a mid-term after it is put in production. Once
alternative identifiers begin to be available on the ERP, the existing procedures can evolve to make use
of them to solve the multiple account, enrolment and mutating identifier issues they trip into. Gradually,
the current manual procedures will evolve into automated user-driven procedures, reducing the
workload of these use cases and reducing the response times that are currently high due to the low
incidence and the manual nature of the procedures. As described above, the first candidates for this
integration are:
• Authentication of shared-programme students
• Binding of travel document identifier or MS-backed eID.

4.4 SEAL myIDs at UAegean
4.4.1 Identity Proof minimal service
The “Identity Proof Minimal Service” (IPMS) was developed in the context of SEAL and allows
ERASMUS students of the University of the Aegean to store a minimal, disposable, proof of identity
for their new academic affiliation.
Service Description
Paper based proofs of academic affiliation are easily lost, misplaced and also very easy to counterfeit.
Also, and most importantly, currently there is no means by which a mobility student can retrieve such a
proof before arriving in the university. The “Identity Proof Minimal Service” (IPMS) implements a
convenient way for ERASMUS students at the University of the Aegean to receive such a proof and use
it to prove their academic affiliation at various (mainly local) service providers (like bookstores,
restaurants and so on, in the premises of the University of the Aegean). Using this service, the students
will be able to do so even before arriving at the university (as they will receive the proof right after their
acceptance to the UAegean ERASMUS program). The key enabler of this service is a minimal identity
proof cyber physical token, that is tamper resistant and stored in the student’s mobile phone.
This proof is generated by the SEAL platform (SEAL VC Issuer) and is securely transmitted to the
student’s mobile phone (using a specific free to download and use app9). Next, the student can use this
to prove their academic affiliation either online or at physical premises.
User Journey
A/ Prerequisites
In order to issue this identity, the student needs to complete the following prerequisite steps:
1. Apply for ERASMUS at the university of the Aegean, using the Application and Admission
Service (AAS)10 using their eIDAS eID.
2. Have their application accepted by a system administrator
3. Receive a confirmation of acceptance email. In that email the student will find a link to the IPM
Service (https://vm.project-seal.grnet.gr:4000/vc/issue/isErasmusAegean) to issue the proof
VC.

9

uPort wallet: https://uportlandia.uport.me/
http://aas.aegean.gr/

10
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4. Download in their mobile phone the uPort app (a link is available in the IPM Service for both
the ios and android stores).
B/ Issuance
Next, the student interacts with the SEAL VC issuer service to issue the proof as follows:
1. The student pairs their wallet in the issuer session (Figure 13);

Figure 14 - Wallet pairing

2. Next, the user is prompted to authenticate over eIDAS (Figure 13).

Figure 15 - eIDAS authentication

3. After the student’s authentication is completed, the user can request the issuance of the Minimal
Identity Proof Verifiable Credential.
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4. Next, the system will send the eIDAS-eID personal identifier of the student (retrieved in step 3)
to a specially built endpoint of the AAS service (http://aas.aegean.gr/api/users/applications) that
allows authorized services to verify the academic affiliation of individuals based on their
eIDAS-eID personal identifier.
5. Next, the SEAL VC Issuer will validate the response and verify if indeed the provided eIDAS
personal identifier is accepted as an ERASMUS student at the university of the Aegean, and
will allow the issuance of the VC.
6. The SEAL VC Issuer generates signs and encrypts two VC and transmits them to the user’s
wallet (i.e. the wallet that was paired in the session in step 1). Specifically, these two VCs are
the following (Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively) :
○ isErasmusAegean VC: This credential contains a combination of personal identification
information of the student together with the students UAegean Erasmus status. This VC
is meant to be used in cases where a linking of the users identity together with their
academic affiliation is required. The actual schema of the VC is as follows:

VC attribute name

Description

affiliation

the academic affiliation with
UAegean, e.g. ERASMUS+ student

Hosting Institution

this value always resolves to
“University of the Aegean”

Start Date

starting date of ERASMUS
program

End Date

ending date of ERASMUS program

expires

expiration date of VC

id

Verifiable Credential ID

dateOfBirth

date of birth of the student,
retrieved from eIDAS

familyName

family name of the student,
retrieved from eIDAS

givenName

given name of the student,
retrieved from eIDAS

personIdentifier

eIDAS-eID person identifier

loa

level of assurance of eIDAS eID
authenticated session
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Figure 16 - Identity Proof Credential

○

DisposableErasmus VC: This consists of a disposable minimal identity issued to the
student. This Verifiable Credential does not contain any personal identification
information. It only attests to the academic affiliation of the student. This VC should be
used in use cases where the identity of the student is not mandatory to complete the
service’s business logic. . The actual schema of the VC is as follows:

VC attribute name

Description

affiliation

the academic affiliation with
UAegean, e.g. ERASMUS+ student

Hosting Institution

this value always resolves to
“University of the Aegean”

Start Date

Start of ERASMUS program

Expires

end of ERASMUS program

id

Verifiable Credential ID
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Figure 17 - Disposable, Minimal Identity Proof Credential

C/ Consumption
The Minimal Identity Proof VC issued by this service can be consumed at any service provider that
implements the necessary SSI verification protocols. Thus, in principle there is no need for a centralized
service that could be considered a bottleneck for the system. As a result, the trust relationship for the
Minimal Identity Proof service, which is based on the typical SSI issuance/verification paradigm, is
shown in the following Figure:
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Figure 18 - Verifiable Credential trust relationships

However, since the application scope of the Minimal Identity Proof can be very context specific (i.e. to
prove the affiliation with UAegean as an Erasmus student at various facilities near the social periphery
of the university) we have developed an infrastructure to allow various small businesses to verify the
status of the students with no need to invest in IT infrastructures. This service is not a bottleneck for the
Minimal Identity Proof service, as verification can be conducted independently by any Verifier. This
service is only meant to help bootstrap adoption and make the consumption easier for small local
businesses. Finally, the service described below does not store any PII of the students.
In detail, we have built an isEramus verification platform that allows on the fly verification of the
“Identity Proof Minimal Service” VC in physical contexts (for example at a check out of a restaurant).
As a result, the consumption flow enabled by this Verifier Service is as follows:
1. The interested SP (e.g. bookstore, restaurant, movie theater, library etc. ) registers at this
verification service (https://dss.aegean.gr/isErasmus/register) by providing the business name
and scope, an email (mandatory) and a phone number (optional)
2. After registering the SP receives (via email) a url that is also printable as a QR code. This url
consists of the prefix: “https://dss.aegean.gr/isErasmus/verify?sp=” concatenated the generated
by the system service provider id
3. Upon entering the aforementioned url (either by typing it or by scanning the QR code), the user
is prompted to provide a Verifiable Presentation proving that they are the owner of an “Identity
Proof Minimal Service” VC. This VC Presentation request is made over an OIDC request to
the core SEAL platform infrastructure.
4. Upon satisfying that request:
a. the user’s interface displays a visual confirmation that can be directly displayed to the
SP
b. the SP receives an email (and eventually a mobile push message) with the Verifiable
Presentation verification results.
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5. Finally, the SP provides their service accordingly.

4.4.2 UAegean-ΗΡ Smart Class Program
Service Description
The UAegean Smart Class Program (Figure 19) consists of an online education/conferencing facility for
the UAegean community and partners, enabling the quick creation of virtual teaching/conference groups
and automating access to authorized users, as well as service for providing keyless access (via an IoT
interface) to a physical class room located at the University of the Aegean. The service was created
through the action 2015-EL-IA-0083.
Prior to its integration with SEAL, users could gain access to both the physical classroom and the online
services via an eIDAS eID authentication or using the University IdP. Specifically, in order to access
the services the users need to first register to the service and become authorized by an administrator of
the system.

Figure 19 - UAegean-HP Smart class

Specifically, the users had to:
1. Authenticate using one of the aforementioned identification schemes:
2. Submit additional identification information (including their academic affiliation):
3. Submit their application.
Next, a system administrator verified the submitted information they were granted access to the service.
However, this verification resulted in a non trivial administrative burden.
After the integration with the SEAL platform the users are able to register using their linked eIDASeduGAIN “myIDs” issued from the SEAL service. Thus, the users are not required to manually submit
any additional identification information, which in turn greatly simplifies the verification efforts
required by the system administrator.
User Journey
In detail for a user to register (or access the UAegean-HP smart class) they follow the next steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

User accesses the service;
User clicks the sign in button;
User selects “myIDs” in the menu presented;
UAegean-HP smart class service generates an OIDC request to the SEAL platform;
SEAL platform retrieves the users attributes using the flows described in section 3.5
UAegean-HP smart class receives the authentication assertions as part of the OIDC response;
UAegean-HP smart class registers the user;
user is informed that their registration request has been submitted successfully (or gains access
to the service if they have already been registered and authorized by a system administrator);

4.4.3 Online course on cyber security
Service Description
The service “Online course on cyber security” consists of a university course offered virtually via the
dedicated online classroom infrastructure of the University of the Aegean (Open eClass). Via the
integration of the UAegean online classroom service with the SEAL platform, the students are now able
to register and access this course via their SEAL generated myIDS (or simple eIDAS access).
User Journey
Specifically, the user’s journey is defined as follows:
A/Access the service
1.
2.
3.
4.

The user accesses the online classroom platform;
The user selects to login via SEAL;
The online classroom platform delegates authentication to the SEAL service;
The user is required to present their SEAL issued “myID” (or can opt in for a live eIDAS
authentication);
5. The SEAL platform validates the received assertion (i.e., the myID or eIDAS SAML response);
6. The SEAL platform returns the authentication assertions to the online classroom platform;
7. The online classroom platform receives the user’s attributes and logs in the user (as a user with
minimal access rights to the service).
B/Registration to the course
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The user logs in to the online classroom platform via the aforementioned flow;
The user queries for the system to find the course “Online course on cyber security”;
The user registers for the course;
The courses teacher authorizes access to the user according the courses policy;
The user accesses the course.

4.4.4 Central Authentication Service
Service Description
The Central Authentication Service of the University of the Aegean (Figure 20) was customized in the
context of the project to support the consumption of SEAL issued “myIDs” in parallel to the existing
local credential infrastructure. To achieve this the existing infrastructure was upgraded to enable
delegated authentication to the SEAL platform. This architecture is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 20 - UAegean Central Authentication Service Integration

Prerequisites
In order for a user to register to the Central Authentication Service using SEAL, the user must first be
an ERASMUS student of the University of the Aegean. Users can apply for an ERASMUS mobility
program at UAegean, via the Application Admission Service11 (AAS). At the AAS applicants provide
their Personal Identification information over eIDAS eID. After getting accepted for an ERAMUS
mobility program, the user attributes are imported to the Central Authentication Service of the
university.
User flow
Having registered at the University of the Aegean, a student can access any enabled service, using their
SEAL generated “myIDs” as follows:
1. The user access the service;
2. The service delegates authentication to the Central Authentication Service (CAS) of the
University;
3. User selects to authenticate using their “myIDs” instead of their local credentials;
4. The Central Authentication Service makes a delegated authentication request to the SEAL
platform over OIDC;

11

http://aas.aegean.gr/
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5. The SEAL platform asks the user to select the type of “myIDs” they wish to fulfill the
authentication request with;
6. The user uploads their PDS or presents the requested Verifiable Credential (as explained in
detail in section 3.4)
7. The SEAL platform validates the credentials the user provided and turns them into appropriate
OIDC assertions;
8. The user’s attributes are propagated to the Central Authentication Service;
9. The Central Authentication Service retrieves the users eIDAS eID personal identifier and uses
it to query its local registry for such a user;
10. If a match is found, then the CAS finalizes the authentication and propagates the user attributes
to the relying party service.

4.5 SEAL myIDs at UMA
4.5.1 Central authentication service
Service Description
Every person needing access to University of Málaga web based services is redirected, as usual, to the
university’s central Identity Provider (iDUMA) (Figure 21) and is presented with different options for
authentication, including SEAL “myIDs”.
Once the user has been properly authenticated using the SEAL platform, both the person’s identity and
the attributes provided by SEAL are passed on to the requested service for authorisation of use.
Services that do not require the person using them to be centrally registered, allow access if the provided
attributes grant access to said service.
User Journey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

User reaches a service in the University of Málaga (UMA);
If it is a fully private service, go to step 5;
The user is presented with the public pages for the service;
User requests access to restricted areas using the login link;
User is redirected to the UMA Identity Provider:
a. User is presented with options for authentication (Figure 22);
b. User selects SEAL “myIDs” as authentication method;
c. User is redirected to SEAL Identity Provider;
d. SEAL Identity Provider manages the authentication flow;
e. Once SEAL IdP authenticates the person, flow becomes transparent;
f. User is redirected to UMA Identity Provider;
g. User is redirected to UMA service;
h. User is logged into the service and authorised based on attributes received. Attribute
source can be SEAL, UMA IdP or both;
i. User can use the service.
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Figure 21 - UMA Central Authentication Service

Figure 22 - UMA Authentication Source selection

4.5.2 Identity self-provisioning service
Service Description
University of Málaga has been running a central identity repository (DUMA) since 2002. This service
stores attributes used for authentication and authorisation of persons that interact with institution
provided services. At first, only people whose information was stored in the university’s systems of
record, like students and employees, had their information stored in this repository. It has since evolved
to store information about most of the users that need access to university services, both in the electronic
and physical realms.
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One of the most burdensome tasks is adding and managing the lifecycle of data for users that are not
registered in one of the University systems of record, like payroll or student registration.
SEAL myIDs are used as a safe source of verified attributes to be inserted in the DUMA identity
repository through the self-enrolment system.
User journey
The starting point for the user journey is the attribute consent page of the self-enrolment system, where
the person is presented with Personally Identifiable Information that has been received from the SEAL
MyIDs service. This page will allow selecting which optional attributes will be stored and inform which
are the required ones.
The person reaches the attribute consent page either by following an invitation link received from the
DUMA invitation system or as a result of following a registration link on the page for a University of
Málaga service offered to outsiders.
Once the person has consented, the information received from the SEAL MyIDs service is stored in
DUMA and a confirmation page is shown.
Now, the person is registered in DUMA and can access services that use the UMA central authentication
system, iDUMA, for access control.
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5. Accessing SEAL enabled Academic
Services: demo and functionality testing
5.1.

Demo set-up

Section 5 provides verification evidence of using SEAL Issued myIDs to access one service per partner,
in order to showcase the integration details and demonstrate the customization efforts. For a tester to
showcase the access of a SEAL enabled service, the following are required:
●
●
●

A valid eIDAS eID;
A valid eduGAIN eID (i.e. an affiliation with an Academic Institution connected to the
eduGAIN network);
A mobile phone with the uPort app installed (for utilizing the Verifiable Credential
functionalities of SEAL).

The tests presented in Section 5 were conducted using a user in possession of a Greek eIDAS eID and
Academic affiliation with UJI.

5.1.2 Automated Testing Report
The tests contained in this section were executed using the Katalon Studio12. The Katalon Studio is an
automation testing framework, built on top of the open-source automation frameworks Selenium,
Appium with a specialized IDE interface for web, API, mobile and desktop application testing.
Specifically, to generate an automated test case for a particular Service, a tester manually executes the
necessary interactions with the Service via a designated UI of the Katalon studio, which records those
interactions and captures them in a high-level programming language. Following the script generation,
the tester can (if necessary) fine tune the recorded steps by modifying the test script.
In a similar fashion Katalon allows the generation of test cases that require interaction with the user’s
mobile phone. Specifically, through its integration with the appium sdk13 Katalon enables the tester to
record mobile interaction steps in a directly analogous way as the browser-based procedure. To enable
this functionality either a real mobile phone must be connected to the Katalon studio or alternatively an
emulator can be used.
After a test case is recorded, the contained steps are executed in an automated fashion, which in turn
reports the result of each execution (“Success”/”Failure”). A Success is detected only when:
●

●

12
13

HEI service testing; the tool reaches a test specific designated URL whose content indicates the
correct retrieval of the attributes contained in users “myID” (for example a registration web
page of the service with all the eIDAS and eduGAIN attribute fields pre-filled with the expected
values).
SEAL platform testing; the tool reaches a test specific designated URL informing the user that
the generation of the appropriate “myID” (PDS or VC) has completed successfully.

https://www.katalon.com/
https://appium.io/
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Figure 23 - Testing Operational Flow

In the tables of the following sections, test reports generated from the Katalon studio are made available.
Specifically one report per HEI to provide evidence of their integration with the SEAL platform. Each
report consists of a series of logs, with each log entry recording a user interaction with the service under
test (i.e. the SEAL platform, the HEI integrated service and the user’s mobile phone). Finally, at the end
of each test case screenshots are made available as means of validation of the proper service
functionality.

5.2.

Issue myIDs credentials (PDS and VCs)

To access a SEAL enabled service the user needs to be in possession of a SEAL issued myID. In order
to issue a PDS containing their linked eIDAS eID and eduGAIN eID:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A user needs to access the SEAL platform and select login with PDS;
(optionally) Generate a new PDS by providing a secret;
Form the SEAL dashboard select “Retrieve Identity Data” and select eIDAS in the prompt
Repeat the previous step and select eduGAIN as the authoritative source;
Click the “Identity Reconciliation” button, and click on the button “automatically” at the
presented prompt;
6. In the “Save PDS” box, select either Local or Cloud Storage.
PDS: An automated test report from the test case implementing the above functionality can be
found at: https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/admin_i4mlabuaegean_onmicrosoft_com/EkSqdJp4uwZHmFTn_haaEsBSraFC5Il-l4Y33zHciC9lA?e=P6tt32. This folder contains the verification means of the test

(i.e. the generated PDS file).
In order to issue an eIDAS - eduGAIN linked Verifiable Credential, from the SEAL dashboard, the user
must:
1. Click the “Issue Verifiable Credentials”;
2. Click the eIDAS-eduGAIN button from the presented prompt;
3. (optionally) Authenticate through the required data sources if they did not previously
authenticate as the previous flow described;
4. Click the “Issue Verifiable Credential” button.
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VC: An automated test report from the test case implementing the above functionality can be
found at: https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/admin_i4mlabuaegean_onmicrosoft_com/EtJk8mQBihOn1CsLwnFteEBr2zNEVTv3yCEx-EtFY1Czg?e=JkbY1B. Finally, a screenshot of the
generated VC is available at: https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/admin_i4mlabuaegean_onmicrosoft_com/EUh6fDXLzopJnZtxBNX
W2K8BnTUx1hJmKLvjQv2mHrdyfQ?e=Ocjn7L

5.3. Use myIDs credentials to access a UPorto service (EWP): demo and
testing
The following table contains the testing report generated by the Katalon Suite after accessing the UPorto
EWP service.
Table 1: Testing of UPorto EWP service

Test
Name

Test
Description

User wants to
access the
TC_01 uPorto EWP
_EWP Service using
their SEAL issued
myID PDS

Start
Event
Start Event (Descripti End Event
(URL)
on)
(URL)

https://ew
pdev.up.pt/
gui/login

The login
page for
the
University
of Porto

End Event
Automated Test
(Description) Report/ Screenshots

The page where
https://ewp a User's
attributes have
dev.up.pt/g been retrieved
ui/sealacs after a
successful log in

https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/
g/personal/admin_i4ml
abuaegean_onmicrosof
t_com/Em5BchWeNsFC
tRPtEjQEU5UBXjxgts8ZEwwbd0v8ZUfPQ
?e=1ewq77

5.4. Use myIDs credentials to access UJI service “Mobility student eIDAS
identifier collection service”: demo and testing
The following table contains the testing report generated by the Katalon Suite after accessing the UJI
EWP service.
Table 2: Testing of UJI “Mobility student eIDAS identifier collection service”

Test
Name Test Description
User wants to
access the UJI
Mobility student
TC_02
eIDAS identifier
_UJI collection service
using their SEAL
issued myID VC

Start
Event
(URL)

Start Event
End Event
(Descriptio End Event (Descriptio
Automated Test
n)
(URL)
n)
Report/ Screenshots

https://uji
apps.uji.es The login
/ssi/rest/i page for the
dentificad UJI
ores

https://ujia
pps.uji.es/s
si/rest/iden
tificadores

The page
where a
User's
attributes
have been
retrieved
and
imported

https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/
g/personal/admin_i4ml
abuaegean_onmicrosof
t_com/EoYkumQroR1M
lxHpYRPA__4BhoxH84K
-x9hZMdgNhxJ7g?e=3eFIKv
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5.5. Use myIDs credentials to access UAegean service “ERASMUS Identity
Proof service”: demo and testing
The following table contains the testing report generated by the Katalon Suite after accessing the
UAegean Minimal Identity Proof service.
Table 3: Testing of UAegean “ERASMUS Identity Proof service”

Test
Test Name Description
User wants
TC1.1_MyI to access the
SEAL using
DSa Linked
VC_UAegea myIDs VC
n
from
UAegean

Start
Event
(URL)

Start Event
End Event
(Descriptio End Event (Descriptio
Automated Test
n)
(URL)
n)
Report/ Screenshots

The page
where the
https://dss The
https://dss. user has a
visual
.aegean.gr Verification aegean.gr/i
confirmation
/isErasmus Service
sErasmus/l of the
starting page ogin
/
successful
status
verification

https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/
g/personal/admin_i4ml
abuaegean_onmicrosof
t_com/Et4tE227FLhFgv
n_PYFUFn0BWCaioyxbImDE6YwDhRWg?e=yVRunr

5.6. Use myIDs credentials to access UMA service “Central Authentication
System”: demo and testing
The following table contains the testing report generated by the Katalon Suite after accessing the
UMA Central Authentication System”.
Table 4: Testing of UMA “Central Authentication System”

Test
Test Name Description
User wants
to access the
TC1.1_UM Identity selfA
provisioning
service from
UMA

Start
Event
(URL)

Start Event
End Event
(Descriptio End Event (Descriptio
Automated Test
n)
(URL)
n)
Report/ Screenshots

The page
https://du
where the
ma.uma.e Identity selfhttps://dum
user has
s/duma/dir provisioning
a.uma.es
ectorio/mis service
successfully
datos/
logged in

https://i4mlabuaegeanmy.sharepoint.com/:f:/
g/personal/admin_i4ml
abuaegean_onmicrosof
t_com/EnSJVtqlIxVFrAf
WFUYHx7MB0Zhegdb8
O8D4pOgwyAx5og?e=v
DkVaE
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